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Forensic Stylometry:
A Review of the Cusum Controversy

David 1. HOLMES and Fiona 1. TWEEDIE

Résumé. Les graphes de sommes cumulatives des différentes classes de mots ont récemment
été utilisés pour mettre en doute, lors de procès, les aveux de l'accusé. Cet article se propose
d'examiner d'une part, la validité de cette technique, et d'autre part, l'hypothèse sur laquelle
cette technique est développée. Cet article examinera les travaux de recherche relatifs à l'ap'
plication des graphes de sommes cumulatives. L'efficacité d'une autre procédure reposant sur la
pondération des sommes cumulatives est également explorée. Notre conclusion remet en cause
la crédibilité des indicateurs de l'identité de l'auteur.

Keywords: Cumulative sum, stylistics, forensic
Iinguistics, word usage, weighted cumulative
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1. Introduction

Mofs·clés : Somme cumulative, stylistique, ex
pertise linguistique légale, utilisation de mots,
poids dc sommes cumulatives.

Cumulative SUl11 charts or 'lcusum" charts are primarily used in industrial
processes and quality control monitoring, but have also found application
in authorship attribution studies. Bee (1971); Bee (1972) first proposed
using CUSUIIl charts of verb frequencies as a test of authorship for biblical
texts. Michaelson et al. (1978) employed cusum charts of sentence lengths to
characterize Greek writers and, more recently, Andrew Morton has proposed
an authorship test which uses cusum charts of various word classes. 1bree
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internally published reports [Morton and Michaelson (1990); Farrington and
Morton (1990); Morton (1991)] provide detailed accounts of the approach ta
interprcting cusum charts in the context of authorship attribution.

Since 1990 Morton's cusum technique has been used by defence lawyers
seeking ta cast doubt over confessional statements allegedly made by their
clients. Examples indude the appeal in London of Tommy McCrossen in
July 1991, the trial in November 1991 of Frank Beck in Leicester, the trial
of Vincent Connell in Dublin in December 1991 and the pardon for Nicky
Kelly from the Irish government in April 1992. In the McCrossen case, cusum
evidence which cast doubt over the authenticity of the defendant's confession
played a vital role in persuading the appeal judges that he had been wrongly
convicted. In most of the cases in which cnsum charts have been used in the
courts, they have been said ta reveal that material had been inserted into the
statement that was not in the verbal style of the appellant and thatthe findings
supported the case that the confessions were modified by police officers ta
make them more dearly incriminating of the defendant. Cnsum charts were
also used in the enquiry concerning academic standards in the Department of
Philosophy atthe University ofWales, Swansea, [Farringdon (1992)].

TIle cusum technique has also been used by other people in their in
vestigations. Taves (1991) uses cusums ta analyse the authorship of the Book
of Mormon. His initial graphs seem ta discredit the technique, as texts from
purportedly diiierent authors produced apparently consistent cusum graphs.
When comparing text fromthe biblical Genesis against text from The Book of
Abraham, a Mormon scripture, he notes that

"aIl texts do Ilot reveal multiple authorship eVCll when wc know
this is the case",

yet Taves daims ta be guided by Morton in his stylometric investigations. This
directly contradicts the 100 % accuracy daims of Farringdon and Morton. A
more detailed study of the authorship of Mormon scripture can be found in
Holmes (1992). Davies (1990) looks at a pamphlet attributed to Defoe and,
after daiming ta validate the techniquc on similar authors, condudes that
Defoe was not the author of the disputed work.

Serious doubts are now being raised about the validity of Morton's cusum
as a forensic technique and these doubts have been aired both on British
television (BBC's TomorrolV's World and Channel 4's Street-Iegal) and in the
press [Campbell (1992), Matthews (1993a)]. Popular journals such as NelV
Scient/st have also added publicity ta what has become known as the "cusum
controversy" [Matthews (1993b)].
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Whereas proponents of the cusum test put forth "proof by example",
offering up dozens of examples in which they claim the method demon
strates evidence of multiple authorship, recently several papers have been
puhlished criticizing the technique [Canter (1992); Hilton and Holmes (1993);
Hardcastle (1993); de Haan and Schils (1993h); Sanford et al. (1994) and, in
addition, a report has been sent to the British Crown Prosecution Service].
Critics of cusnm are concerned over the ease with which it has been accepted
by courts and the deeper question about how juries and the judiciary can
be expected to assess scientific evidence. In the United States, the jndicial
system has deall with new scientific techniques by subjecting them to the "Frye
Test"; this permits only testimony based on "generally accepted" scientific
techniques to be put before a jury,

In this paper we present a description of Morton's cusum technique and
look at the main criticisms directed against il. We then review the current
literature proposing alternative methods of analysis.

2. The CUSUlll Technique

Of central importance ta the preparation and interpretation of cnsum
charts in titis linguistic context is Morton's claim that each persan has a unique
set of habits which he or she follows consistently whenever commUlticating,
whether through the written or spoken ward. TIlese habits are quantifiable
in that they are particular cOlllponents of that persan 's sentences. Exalllples
of such habits are usage of nouns, short words (i.e. words of 2 or 3 letters)
and words beginning with a vowel, known as initial-vowel words. Further
classes of habits Illay be fonned by combining two or more of these simple
classes; Morton often uses the class of (short words + initial-vowel words),
Il is proposed that the rate of occnrrence of a habit is sa consistent for
each individual that any distinct variation in the proportion of occurrences
of the habit within a sample of sentences is prima facie evidence that the
sentences are the ntterance of more than one persan. Similarly, a dispnted text,
containing words of a particnlar class occurring at a rate wltich is consistent but
which dift'ers significantly from specimen texts of a candidate author, would be
judged to be of different authorship.

TIlC cusum technique requires that one generates and compares two
cusum charts, one for the sentence lengths and one for the nUlllber of times
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the habit in question occurs in each sentence. If we have /1 sentences, define
JV" where r ::: 1 ... Il, ta be the Humber of wards in sentence r, and

1 "w= - LWr 1

/1 ,,,,,1

then plot
i

Ci ~ L(W' - w) (1)
r=1

against i for i ~ 1 ... /1 • Defule also x" where r ~ 1 ... /1 , to be the number
of occurrences of the habit uuder scrutiny iu sentence r, and

1 "
x=n Lx"

r=1

then plot
i

hi ~ L(X' - x)
,,,,,1

again against i, for i ::: 1 ... Il .
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Fig. 1.- Cusum plot of sentence lengths from Austen's Nor/hal/ger Abbey

Figure 1 shows the cumulative sum plot for the lengths of the first
t\Venty-five sentences of Northa/lger Abbey, where the mean sentence length
is 36 words and the vertical scale is the cumulative sum of deviations, in words,
from this mean. We must note that it is also possible to perform cusum analysis
using a metric other than sentence length. The length of any periodic structure
in a text may be used; for example, the line in poetry. Morton and Michaelson
(1990) give several examples of such metrics. Figure 2 plots, for the same
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Fig. 2.- Cusum plot of initial-vowcl words from Austen's Northanger Abbey
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Nor/hanger Abbey example, the cusum chart for words whose initial character
is a vowel. We must now superimpose the two plots, and here Morton applies
a scaling factor ta the values in the hahit cusum plot before superimposing il
upon the sentence-length cusum plot. The scaling factor he uses is thc ratio
of the maximum ta minimum cusum value ranges for the individual plots.
Hardcastle (1993) contends that this scaling factor is imprecise and the way in
which Morton's factor is calculated means that it is a function of the average
sentence length and habit words rate only within that portion of the text
represented by the cusum chart points lying between the highest peak and the
lowest trough. Figure 3 shows the final CUSU111 plot for the Nor/hanger Abbey
example, with the sentence length and habit cusums superimposed. They take
a similar shape and the plot does appear ta support Morton and Michaelson's
clainl that Jane Austen is consistent in her usage of initial vowel words.
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Fig. 3.~ Cusum plot of sentence Icngths and habit words from Austen's Nort/langer Abbey
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The central premise for interpreting cusum plots such as Figure 3 is that
these two values (sentence-Iength and the number of habit words per sen
tence) should parallel each other in the utterances of any one person. A signi
ficant divergence between the two values would, Morton daims, demonstrate
different authorship for part of the text since it would illdicate a difference in
the rate of use of the habit. He makes no use of standard statisticalmeasures
to compare the two sets of data values and insists that visual inspection of the
charts is sufficient to decide whether there is intruded material or not. Morton
(1991) states that if the

"variations [measured visually] within the charts are as large as
the variations betwcen them this may be taken as evidence of a
consistent habit",

He advances the criterion, therefore, that when the maximum vertical separ
ation between the sentence-Iength cusum line and the habit cusumline is less
than the separation between any two successive points within elther of the
lines, the rate of use of the habit is consistent.

Hardcastle (1993) argues that this criterion makes no sense at all. 111e
maximum separation between points within a line is determined usually by
the longest sentence in the text, and, because cusum portrays cumulative
deviations, inter-line separations are more likely to be greatest near the middle
of the chart than near to either end. Indeed, if we assume, for the moment,
that sentence lengths are independent and that

then

and

"
var (L "") = (J',

r=l

(3)

(4)

i .'
var { ""(IV, - IV)} = ~ (1- ~) (J'. (5)

L Il Il
r=l

Thus the variation is not constant along the sequence of the cusum, Eqnation 5
shows that it is much greater in the rniddle than near either end. This naturally
affects the ability of the cusum chart to detect changes in authorship.

Another related defect in the technique emerges when the starting point
of the chosen text is changed. If, say, there was a change in habit rate in
sentences 50-70 of a 100 sentence text, and a cusum chart was plotted of
sentences 20-90, then it is likely that a divergence will appear on the chart.
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Fig. 4.- Change in habit rate between sentences 1 and 5
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Fig. 5.- Change in habit rate betwcen sentences 6 and 11

However, if the finishing point was moved ta sentence 70 it is highly unlikely
that any visual effect would be observed. Figures 4 ta 8 illustrate how a
change in habit rate affects the CUSUlll plot when that change is in different
places in the charI. In each chart the sentence lengths are taken fram Jack
London's The Sen Wolf, the simulated habit fixed at 0.50 of each sentence
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Fig. 6.- Change in habit rate between sentences 11 and 16
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Fig. 7.- Change in habit rate between sentences 16 and 21

length, then rouuded ta the nearest integer. In the initial chart, Figure 4, the
first five sentences have a habit rate of 0.25, simulating a change in authorship
at sentence 6. Il can be seen that the charts diverge over the first five sentences,
before gradually converging ta the end of the sample. Figure 5 shows that
when sentences 6 ta 10 have a habit rate of 0.25, the plots agaill diverge over
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Fig. 8.- Change in habit rate between sentences 21 and 25

this section, hefore converging ta meet at the end of the sample as they are
constrained ta do. Figure 6 shows the similar case when sentences 11 ta 15
have the 0.25 habit rate. However, when the habit rate is changed between
sentences 16 and 21, as in Figure 7, there is a very slight divergence between
the two plots, while in Fignre 8 the charts are almost exactly coincident,
indicating that there is no change in the use of the simulated habit. Hence,
a change in the stm"ting point of the cnsul11 chart can alIect whether or not
a variation is detected. A technique which can indicate changes of habit rate
only in the first half of the text can hardly be considered consistent. We believe
that this is an important aspect that should be investigated further. Work is
continuing and we hope ta publish a separate report in due course.

Ta decide whether the two charts "match" on a cusum plot, Morton
advocates the use of a transparent overlay of the habit cusum graph sa that
it lllay be moved around with respect ta the sentence-Iength CUSUlll graph.
Material that does not match is daimed ta be by a different anthor. Morton
daims that this approach is easy for juries ta understand, yet the procedure
is extremely subjective and is open ta ad hoc interpretation. Judgment is
also hampered by the use of different vertical scales in the cusum graphs
he presents. An example of this may be found in the analysis of the taped
telephone conversations, purported ta he between the Prince of Wales and
Camilla Parker-Bowles (his alleged lllistress), as weil as recorded telephone
speech purported ta be that of the Princess ofWales, [Harrison (1993)]. Here
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it is claimed that the cusum graphs derived from the conversations of the
Prince and Princess of Wales show "significant divergences" whilst that for
Camilla Parker-Bowles does not. 11Je vertical scale for Camilla's cusum graph
is compressed to approximately half that of the other two!

Morton daims that people are consistent in their rates of nse of particular
classes of words, irrespective of the type of ntterance, written or spoken,
personal or formaI, conversation or interview etc. Ta overcome objections to
this claim, Morton and Farrington (1992) use material from the case of the
"Birmingham Six" and compare part of the record of an interview of one of
the accused conducted by an assistant chief constable and a personal letter
written by the accused many years later. Hardcastle (1993) contends that there
are many lingnistic differences between writing and speech and adds

l', •• the daim that the [cusum] method is insensitive ta these is a
remarkable one."

Sanford et al. (1994) investigate this further. 111ey carried out an experiment
in which students were asked to write and describe in words a short video
that they had just watched. According to the lexical deJ/Sit)' hypothesis, see for
example Halliday (1990), one would expect spokenlanguage to have a higher
density, or llumher, of function wards such as prepositions and connectives,
and a lower density of content wards snch as Ilouns.

Several habHs \Vere enumerated from the students' written and spoken
language; the number of two and tlnee letter words, the number of three and
four letter words, the number of words begirming with a vowel, the number
of words beginning with a vowel that were not two or three letter words and
nouns in each sentence. The ratio of each of these habits to the total number of
words in the text was then examined for both the written and spoken versions.
Sanford et al. (1994) found that there were statistically significant differences
between the written and spoken ratios for each habit except the number of
words begirming with a vowel that do not have two or three letters. In the
written versions the number of nouns is higher, while the rest of the habits
occur more frequently in the spoken versions. These findings are consistent
with the lexical density hypothesis rather than with Morton's claims. Il would
appear that Morton's examples of this are one-off cases rather than serious
proof of this aspect of cusum charts.

Morton and Farrington (1992) also deal with the question of whether
consistency of the habit is still manifested if samples are examined from the
same writer but are separated by many years and dealwith different subjects.
Using material written by Morton himself between1961 and 1980, the authors
contend that when samples from one source are taken together, the rate of
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Fig. 9.- Asimoy's FOImdatioJl and FOllmdatùm and Earlh

occurrence of the particular dass of words under study remains unchanged.
However, this consistency through time does not appear ta be the case for ail
authors. Figure 9 shows the cusum plot of sentences from Asimov's FOlllldatioll

saga where the habit is initial-vowel words. The Iirst twenty-Iive sentences
are taken from FOl/l/dation, wrîlten in 1960, and the next twenty-Iive l'rom
FOl/ndation and Earth, written in 1986. As can be seen in Figure 9, there
appears ta be a discrepancy between sentences ten and forty-live, indicating
that Asimov did not use initial-vowel words at the same rate in 1960 as he did
in 1986.

One of the justifications put forward by Morton and Miehaelson (1990)
for the use of cumulative snms is that language is periodic. De Haan and Sehils
(1993a) show that sentence lengths in English are indeed correlated.l1lis was
an important motivation in the use of time series analysis by Jamieson and
Aitken (1993). However in the dispute at the University of Wales, Swansea,
Farringdon (1992) picks and chooses the sentences he wishes ta illdude from
a multiple choice exatnination paper that can not be described as a continuous
utterance.
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In another case, when independently analyzing the same piece of text,
Farringdon and Morton choose different sentences ta omit. One sentence is
omitted by Farringdon becanse he daims that it is a list, yet Morton indndes it
in his analysis and other similarly strnctured sentences are left in the text. TIlis
gratuitous editing of texts contradiets one of Morton and Miehaelson (1990)'s
motivations as weil as ignoring lexical aspects of continuous written text.

3. Combining sources from different samples

Proponents of the cusum test daim that it is possible ta discrinlinate
between two texts written by separate authors who have consistent, but
different habits by concatenating the texts and calculating sentence-Iength and
habit cusum charts for the cOInbined text. After the charts are scaled and their
plots superimposed, there should be a significant diserepaney between the
plots near the point where the two texts were eoncatenated; this discrepancy
may or may not continue for the rest of the plots. When one of the texts
in question is much smaller than the other, Morton and Miehaelson (1990)
suggest inserting the smaller text into the middle of the larger text.

60
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Fig. 10.- Heinlein's Strallger;n a Strallge Land and Austen's Seme and ScnsibWty
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'This procedure, however, can only demonstrate that the two texts have
different average rates of use of the habit under scrutiny; it is not a reliable
test of authorship. Hardcastle (1993) shows how different specimen texts fram
the same authar can have significantly different average habit rates although,
when laken individualJy, the texts have closely corresponding cusum sentence
length and habit lines. Figure 10 shows how texts fram different authars can
result in an apparently consistent cusum plot. Here the tirst 23 sentences are
from Rohert Heinlein's Stranger in a StI'allge Land, the next 5 fram Jane
Austen's Sense and Sensibifity and the remainder from the same passage of
Heinlein. The habit under study is the rate of occurrence of short wards. Il can
be seen that Austen's sentences are on average much longer than Heinlein's,
yet no divergence in the plot can be found near the joins. Figure 11 illustrates
the converse, showing the cusum plot for the tirst 100 sentences of Conan
Doyle's A Case of Identity, with initial-vowel words as the habit. lllere are
many discrepancies in this plot, leading one ta believe that il is of multiple
anthorship.

'The snbjectivity involved when visually interpreting these joint cusum
charts is well illustrated by the following examples. Figure 12 shows text
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Fig. 12.- Austen's l'lorI/langer Abbey and Mansfield Park
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Fig. 13.- Austen's NortJumger Abbey and Fitzgerald's The Great Gatsby

frolll Norlhanger Abbey concatenated with text from Austen's Mansfield Park,
the habit under study being initial-vowel words. 11lere appears ta be no
significant discrepancy near sentence twenty-live where the two samples join.
11le CUSUlll plot in Figure 13, which compares the usage of initial-vowel words
in Norlhanger Abbey and F. Scott Fitzgerald's The GreaI Galsby, does appear
ta show a significant discrepancy, and using Morton's lllethod of transparent
overlays this discrepancy may be localized ta lie between sentences twenty
three and twenty-eight.

Figures 14 and 15 concern the change of anthorship in the novel Sand/Ion.
Jane Austen died while writing Sandilon, prematurely ending the novel at sen
tence seventy-three nf Chapter 11. Many years later, the novel was cOlllpleted
by another writer and published as Sandilon, by Jane Al/sIen and Anolher
Lady. Figure 14 shows the CUSUlll chatt for sentence-length and initial-vowel
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Fig. 14.- Austen's Sanditoll
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Fig. 15.- Detail of Austen's Sallditoll from Figure 14

words for the last lifty sentences of Chapter 11; the first twenty-three were
wrilten by Ansten and the final twenty-seven by the Other Lady. Morton and
Miehaelson (1990) claim that the discrepancy appearing at the point where
authorship changes is clear and "irreconcilable". 11lCre does appear to be a
discl'epancy between the sentence-Iength and initial-vowel plots that begins
around sentence twenty-three, but there are also other discrepancies any of
which may also be interpreted as "significant". If Morton and Michaelson's
definition of a significant discrepancy is applied to the cusum chart constrncted
for the twenty-three sentences written by Austen alone (shown in Figure 15),
one could conclude that the discrepancy occurring between sentences eleven
and twenty-one indicates a change of authorship!

lt is interesting to note that the scale of the Sa/ldito/l cusum chart
presented by Morton and Michaelson is larger than that of Figure 14. Theil'
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seale ranges from 150 to -150 for the sentence-Iengths and from 52 to -52
for the initial-vowel words, thereby making the diserepancies before sentence
twenty-three look smaller and less signifieant. Il should also be noted that
Morton and Michaelson (1990) reeormnend

"a general rule is that the verticailleight of the chart should be
about 30 to 40 %of the width of the charL"

However, in their cusum plot of Sallditoll, the vertical height is over
43 % of the widtll while in Figure 14, the vertical height is about 33 % of the
width of the cusnm plot. Il couId be eoncluded that Morton and Miehaelson 's
illterpretation of the plot was biased, refleeting their knowledge about the text
in question. This example typifies Morton's somewhat cavalier approach to
scaling, weil illustrated by the cormllent [Morton and Farringdon (1992)]:

"The experimental approach is also the safe guide ta fixing the
seales of the charts."

TIus procedure of combining two texts into a single cusum chart is also used
by Morton in a forensic context [see Morton and Farrington (1992)]. Here,
confessional statements are coneatenated with sentences uttered by the officer
recordillg the interview and also with genuine utterances of the aecused. In the
McCrossen case, Morton and Farringdon contend that when sentences from
the confessional statement were joined with a sinular number of sentences
from the aecused, the charts "Ulllllistakably separated". Clearly, the definition
of what constitutes a signifieant discrepancy is central to the interpretation of
cusum plots.

4. Review of Alternative Methods

In this section we aim to review alternative methods of analysing cusum
charts that have been published recently. We exanline work by Canter (1992)
who uses Spearman's rank correlation coefficient; Hardeastle (1993), who
defmes the "separation change" for each sentence; Sanford et al. (1994) who
use a variant of tlus; de Haan and Sehils (1993b) who exaullne discrepancies
between the observed and expected cusum charts; and finally Hilton and
Holmes (1993) who investigate the effieacy of a variant of the cusum test
based on weighted cusums and which allows for more objective and rigourous
testing.
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4.1. Canter - An Evaluation of the "Cusum" stylistic analysis of
confessions

Canter (1992) states that no published acconnts can be found ta indieate
what the psychologieal or linguistic proecsses are that generate the "habit"
whieh proponents of cusum claim ta be consistent; indeed no aspect of
human behaviour that has been studied ta date reveals such high levels of
consistencies. He questions whether the habit is anything other than a random
property of the arithmetie of language. 1b the extent that two and three letter
words are random constituents of any language, there will he a consistent
relationship between their frequency and the number of words in the sentence
as a whole. Variations from that consistency cou Id be random artifacts of no
substantive significance.

Canter proceeds ta analyse more than one hundred cusum charts using
Spearman's rank correlation coefficient, defined as

6 "
P = 1- L(1/2 -1) :Lldd2}, (6)

1",1

where di is the difference between the ranked sentence-length cusum values
and ranked habit CUSUI11 values and Il is the number of sentences as before.
A cusum plot from texts by a single author ought ta have a value of the
coefficient, p, close ta 1, while text of multiple authorship should yield a
p value further away from 1. Canter proposes 0.9 as a eut off point, a
value often used ta assess the reliability of psychometrie tests. Canter then
carries out a series of tests using p ta examine the reliability of cusums
and found that 48 % of single-author texts have p < 0.9, implying multiple
authorship. l1le texts were then split into sections and recombined with
samples selected randomly from different authors. In this case 65 % of the
texts had p > 0.9, mistakenly indicating single authorship. Ta assess this
procedure with texts that courts were likely ta come Îllto contact \Vith, a similar
analysis of uncontested statements or personal accounts \Vas carried out. Here
29 % of the texts by a single author were misclassified as being of multiple
authorship, the case most likely ta be examined by a court. l1le p statistic
does not, therefore, reliably distinguish between single and multiple author
texts, although more research could be done here using eut-off values other
than 0.9.

Robertson and Vignaux (1993) perform likelihood ratio tests on these
results ta confirm that this partieular method of stylometry 1V0uid be 1V0rthiess
as evidence in determining whether samples had been written by one or more
than one persan. l1le likelihood ratio approach ta the evaluation of evidence
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in the law has been discussed at the RSS Conference, Sheffield, 1992 [see
Aitken (1993)].

Canter then moves on ta examine the objectivity of pm'ely visual tests, as
advocated by Morton. A research assistant, sympathetic ta Morton's claims,
was asked ta assess the cusum plots generated above without reference ta
the text or knowing the origin of the materia!. The percentages judged ta
be of lnixed authorship were virtuaIly identical (62% -68%) for each set
of material, whether single authorship, mixed authorship, written or spoken.
When visual inspection is the sole mode of determination, therefore, there is
actuaIly an increased risk of mistakenly assuming mixed authorship.

Canter concludes that his studies do not support the hypothesis that
variations in cusum plots are a consequence of mixed authorship. He queries
whether the variations are of substantive psychological significance at aIl or
whether they simply refiect the individual psychology of the persan making
the utterances, the cognitive demands of the material or the social processes
within which the utterances are made.

4.2. Hardcasfle - Forellsic Lingnistics: an assesslIlent of the CllSlllll
method for the deterlllillation of allthorship

In an attempt ta aid the visual interpretation of cusum charts, Hardcastle
(1993) plots a function of the vertical separations between the sentence-Iength
plot and the habit plot. He defines the "separation change" for each sentence
as the observed habit words minus the expected habit words, where the
number of expected habit words is equal ta the sentence length multiplied
by the average number of habit words per sentence, divided by the average
sentence length. A histogram may then be constructed of the differences
between observed and expected values throughout the text, a large difference
(positive or negative) indicating that the sentence departs markedly from the
average rate of use of the habit words.

On camparing these histograms with their parent cusum charts for sev
eral specimen texts, Hardcastle finds that a considerable variation in habit rate
occms from one sentence ta the next within a single-author text, this range
being larger for spoken material as compared ta written materia!. It is possible,
therefore, that if a cluster of high or low values occms within a questioned text,
it could be erroneously interpreted as a section of text of different authorship
ta the rest. Hardcastle's histograms also illustrate an important weakness of
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the cusum method, namely that when a deviation occurs between the two par
ent cusum lines, the cumulative nature of the chart means that this separation
is "carried fonvard" to the following part of the chart.

Hardcastle points out how Morton, whilst stressing that it is not the
detailed profiles of the cusurn Hnes that are in,portant but the separations
between them, in using transparencies ta allow one cusum line to be rotated
or translated with respect to the other paradoxically ignores the separations
and compares, instead, details of the line shapes. Hardcastle concludes:

"It is clear lhat, for texls of forensic inlerest at least, the cusum
method in ils prcsent form cannat be regarded as objective or
l'cHable."

4.3, Sanford et al. - A critical examination of assumptions underlying
the cusum technique of forensic Iinguistics

Sanford et al. (1994) use a similar technique to that of Hardcastle (1993)
to measure the differences between cusum charts. As the second part of their
paper they construct sets of mixed texts with 15 sentences from one source
with an insert of 10 sentences from another source starting at sentence S,
making a 25 sentence sampie. Four such sets are made up, the first with the
same author and a smal1 difference in ratio of the habit, the second \Vith the
same author and a large differencc in habit ratio and two simi1ar sets with
different authors.

Sanford et al. (1994) examine the goodness of fit of their cusum plots by
calculating the sum of the deviations of pairs of points in the plot in a similar
manner to Hardcastle (1993). The resulting analysis of variance shows that
therc is no statistically significant diffcrence between charts derived froIn a
single author and mixed authors. Thcre is, however, a significant difference
between the ratio differcnces, there is less deviation between charts from
sources with similar ratios than from sources with distant ratios. This directly
contradicts Morton's daims about the technique; deviations in cusum charts
are not indicators of authorship, merely of a change in habit rate.

Sanford et al. (1994) conclude that the cusum method is "open to un
known subjective distortions", "without any reliable foundation)) and that

"until the mcthod receives morc adequate support, it should not
be entertained as a forensic technique."
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4.4. De Haan and Schils - The QSUIIl plot exposed

De Haan and Schils (1993b) suggest that, in order ta facilitate the in
terpretation of his cusum plots, Morton should plot one graph ouly, a graph
represeuting the "distance" between values Dl (the discrepancy between
the observed and the expected cumulative sum of the habit) and D2 (the
discrepancy between the observed and the expected cumulative sum of the
sentence lengths). They argue that if the text consists of two sub-fragments
with different underlying habits, then this graph will, in the ideal case, reverse
its slope at the join of the two fragments. In reality, habits in bath homogen
eous and heterogeneous texts are prone ta sampling error and it can become
quite diflicult ta determine the location of the "bend" in the suggested graph.
De Haan and Schils illustrate this by a series of simulations in which a sample
of sentence lengths containing a particular rate of occurrence of a habit are
drawn, joined ta another sample of sentence lengths with a different habit
rate, the whole being subjected ta a normally distributed error term. They
find that the larger the error term, the smaller is the success rate in localizing
the join between the two sections of tex!. Using bath binomial and empirically
assessed error levels, on ouly 13 and 15 occasions, respectively, out of a series
of 100 simulations, was the join correctly localized. These findings confinn that,
given the natural variation in rates of occurrence of habit words throughont
a text, identifying what is thought ta be a change in authorship is a highly
subjective procedure.

4.5. Bissel, Hilton amI Holmes - An assessment of cumulative sum
charts for authorship attribution

Whilst the cusum test appears at tinles ta produce remarkable results
using very small samples of text, the subjectivity of the technique in evaluating
differences between pairs of superinlposed cumulative sum charts does give
cause for concern. TIle sem'ch for an objective method of examining cusum
charts motivated the work done by Hilton and Holmes (1993).

A. F. Bissell, in private correspondence, has suggested the use of lI'eighted
cumulative sums for the analysis of features such as short-ward frequency
and use of nouns or other parts of speech. nie advantage of the weighted
cumulative sum is that it uses sentence length as an explanatory variable,
thus removing its influence from the slope of the cumulative sum chart and
leaving one able ta concentrate on changes in proportion or rate of use
of sorne subsets of words, without the problem of lining up superimposed
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charts. There is no obvious way of testing the significance of discrepancies of
superimposed cumulative sum plots, but with weighted cumulative sums we
may conduct formai testing procedures employing weil established techniques.
To investigate differences between two texts, one can estimate average and
variation within each text and then carry out quasi-t tests between the texts.
An expository paper on the technique has been writlen by Bissell (1990).

The values of the weighted cumulative sum, Si, are calculated according
to the formula

(8)

i

Si = ~(x, - PII',) (7)
r=1

where X r is the Humber of times the Uhabit" in consideration occurs in
sentence r, 11', is the length, in words, of sentence r , and p is the proportion
of words in the sample which signify an occurrence of the habit. -The quantity p
is called the "weight", and is calculated according to the formula

""" x- L....,-1 - T
[1= Il

L,=1 HI,

(9)
II'

for a text Il sentences in length. Thns, for each sentence, the measure Si is
the cumulative sum of the difference between the ohserved number of habit
occurrences and the "expected" number of occurrences. When plotling a
weighted cusUln, Si is plotted on the vertical axis, and the cumulative sentence
length divided by the average sentence length,

L~=l HI,

is plotted on the horizontal axis.

As an illustration, consider Table 1 in which columns two and three
give the length of sentence (11') in words, and the number of nouns in that
sentence (x), respectively, for a sample of twenty sentences from Author A
followed by a sample of twenty-one sentences from Author B. In this example,

p = ~:~ = 0.2224. (10)

ll1e weighted cumulative sum, s, is given in column four of Table 1. Column
five lists the cumulative sentence length divided by the average sentence
length, where the average sentence length in this example is 16 words.
Figure 16 shows the weighted CUSUlll plot for this example.

The plot in Figure 16, however, is no longer a subjective visual indicator
of a difference in slopes (and hence a diiIerence in authorship) between Tcxt A
and Text B. We can determine if there are significant differences in the rates
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Tableau 1

Computing the weighted cumulative sum of nDun usage within a text sample

Sentence Sentence Weighted

No. Length (11') Nouns (x) Cusum (s) l:~
16

1 16 4 0.44 1.00
2 6 2 1.11 1.38
3 14 6 3.99 2.25
4 15 3 3.66 3.19
5 6 0 2.32 3.56
6 14 5 4.21 4.44
7 6 1 3.88 4.81
8 11 1 2.43 5.50
9 11 3 2.98 6.19

10 23 5 2.87 7.63
11 15 4 3.53 8.56
12 8 3 4.75 9.06
13 9 1 3.75 9.63
14 11 4 5.30 10.31
15 25 3 2.74 11.19
16 27 4 0.74 13.56
17 26 5 -0.04 15.19
18 3 0 -0.71 15.38
19 9 2 -0.71 15.94
20 15 3 -1.05 16.88
21 28 7 -0.28 18.63
22 10 3 0.50 19.25
23 20 5 1.05 20.50
24 18 4 1.05 21.63
25 24 6 1.71 23.13
26 17 4 1.93 24.19
27 9 2 1.93 24.75
28 6 2 2.60 25.13
29 15 4 3.26 26.06
30 13 3 3.37 26.88
31 11 2 2.92 27.56
32 47 11 3.47 30.50
33 27 2 -0.54 32.19
34 Il 2 -0.98 32.88
35 20 6 0.57 34.13
36 34 5 -1.99 36.25
37 9 1 -2.99 36.81
38 14 6 -0.11 37.69
39 11 2 -0.55 38.38
40 36 7 -1.56 40.63
41 11 4 0.00 41.31

Total 661 147
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Fig. 16.- Weighted cumulative sum plot of data in Table 1

of occurrence of the observed habit by conducting a formaI testing procedure
using the quasi-( test. Text A and Text B are treated as separate samples and
the test statistic

(12)

(11)
Weight A - Weight B

( = --r=========
Variance A Variance B

Tolal Wards A + Tolal Wards B

is calculated. The problem of calculating the variance of data with varying
element sizes (sentence lengths) has been covered by Bissel! (1991). Bissell
advocates using weighted squared successive differences to estimate (J2, the
underlying variance. This gives:

,,-1 {("'- X"')2}82 ,;;;:. _1_, II'j - ~ •

1I-1L.... ~+_1_
Î=1 1\', Wj+!

The formula for ( can now be wrillen as

( = (13)

ll1e (-value computed with the above formula is a measure of the
evidence against the nul! hypothesis that the frequency of usage of the habit
under consideration is the same in Text A and Text B. The Wgher the (-value,
the more evidence against the hypothesis. ll1e number of degrees of freedom,
v, for the (-test is obtained using

2
v = 3(IIA + liB - 2) (14)

where liA and liB are the number of sentences in Texts A and B respectively
and the multiplication by ~ is to al!ow for the correlation in the variance,
[Bissel! and Williamson (1988»).
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Let us now retum our attention la the example data presented in Table 1.
Using equations 8 and 12, we calculate the weights for Text A and Text B as
0.2185 and 0.2251 respectively, and their standard deviatious as 0.3927 and
0.3708 , respectively. There are 270 words in Text A and 391 words in Text B.
Substitutiug these values iuto the formula for ( yields

( =
0.2185 - 0.2251

(0.3927)2 (0.3708)2
270 + 391

(15)

=0.22 (16)

For our example, which has 26 degrees of freedom, the critical value of (
at the 5 % level of signüicauce is 2.056. Clearly, the ( value of 0.22 is less
than the critical (-value and we have found no evidence of any difference
between Author A and Author B regarding the rate of nouu usage in the
textual passages sampled.

TIle weighted cumulative sum technique described in this section is based
on the same assumptions as the cusum test, witb bath tests compariug how
elosely the usage of a particular elass of words in one texl-sample matches
the usage in another sampie. TIle weighted eusum test is more powerful than
the cusum test iu that il enables us ta present sequentiaJ data with a variable
element size structure and ta couduct a formai testing procedure on segments
of the data.
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Hilton and Hohnes (1993) assess the efficacy of weighted cusums for au
thorship attribution. The texts chosen for their experiments covered different
genres and time periods, and were tested for several difIerent "habits". The
first test group contained fonr twentieth-centnry books: From RlIssia With
Love, Octopllssy and Chilty-Chitty-Bang-Bang by Ian Fleming, and Colonel
SlIn by Kingsley Anus, the latter being written in imitation of Flelcing's "James
Bond" novels. In each test, approximately 30 sentences from each of two
of these books were concatenated. Figures 17 ta 19 show Morton's cusum
plots for three of these tests. Visual judgement attributed "correct" results
for Morton's cusums in five out of eighteen tests, correctness being defined
as whether or not a significant discrepancy was observed near the point of
concatenation. The weighted cnsum test, using 1-vaines, performed marginally
better with eight correct cases. Fonr ont of six cases which were indeterminate
using Morton 's visualmethod, were correctly decided by the weighted cusum
test.

The second test group covered by Hilton and Holmes concerned textual
samples taken from The FederaI/sI Papers. Weighted cusums correctly determ
ined whether or not there was an autborship shi ft at the point of concatenation
on fourteen out of thirty cases, initial-vowel words performing best with 70 %
correct classifications compared with a 20 % success rate for nouns.

111e final test group contained five novels written by Jane Austen. The
1-values for weighted cusum tests of Austen versus the Other L1dy in Sanditon
were 0.36, 0.96 and 0.31 for initial-vowel words, two and three-Ietter words
and nouns respectively, none of these being large enough ta indicate dual
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Fig. 20,~ Frequency of initia14 vowe1 words in Austen's Mansfield Park

authorship. The text of four of Austen's full novels were available in machine
readable form allowing Hilton and Holmes ta conduct weighted cusum tests
on the complete text of each nove\. Using initial-vowel words, only half
of the results correctly identified single authorship when two novels were
concatenated. TIus is a surprising result since if an author does follow a habit
consistently, then the larger a sample of the writer's text one examines, the
more accurately one should be able ta quantify the frequency of the habit.
Figure 20 confmns that the frequency of initial-vowel ward usage does indeed
vary throughout Austen 's Mansfield Park.

In the Iight of their results, Hilton and Holmes conclude that weighted
cusums perform marginally beller than Morton's visual method, but the lack
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of stability for different sample sizes casts serious doubt on the claim that
authors are internally consistent with habits such as usage of initial-vowel
words. These cumulative sum techniques, therefore, do not appear to give
consistently reHable results in studies of authorship.

5. Conclusions

Morton's cusum technique has provoked much controversy since its
introduction in 1990. Critics have said that it is subjective, lacking in scientific
rigour and relies more on the interpreter's knowledge of the text rather than
on the ill-defined results produced. Advocates of the technique, however,
brush these comments aside claiming that it is robust and that any detailed
statistical analysis would be above the heads of a judge, lawyer or layman.

In this paper we have presented the technique and the criticisms directed
against various aspects of it. We have shown that the method is riddled with
poor practice. The method itself has only been presented in tcchnical reports
and legal journals, and not in any refereed statistical or linguistic journals.
It is a visual technique and hence subjective, no statistical measures are
entertained. The use of the technique by its proposers also leaves much to
be desired with changes in the scale of graphs, editing of the texts concerned
and criteria for matching cusums plots that change with each report.

In an attempt to evaluate the cusum technique various statistical tech
niques have been used, frolll Spearman's p to analysis of variance. Not one
of the papers that we review gives any support to the technique. Another
method, that of weighted cusums, was presented and extended using multiple
comparisons. Although this objective technique addresses some of the criti
cisms directed against Morton's cusums, it only performs marginally better
than the visual method.

lt is clear from what has been presented in this paper that the cusum
method should not be seen as a test of authorship.
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